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Etherstack Wins US Nuclear Facility Radio Network Deal

Etherstack plc, the specialist in wireless communications technologies, announces that its US
subsidiary, Etherstack Inc, has won a contract to supply a trunked APCO P25 digital radio network for
the Naval Reactors Facility (NRF) near Idaho Falls in the United States.
The Etherstack P25 digital radio network includes two open standards based interfaces known as the
ISSI and CSSI that allow the NRF facility to connect to neighbouring public safety radio networks
allowing communications between users on both networks. The CSSI allows the NRF a broad choice
of dispatch console suppliers now and in the future, avoiding vendor "lock-in" typical in digital radio
networks deployed in the past decade.
This contract award from the federal government demonstrates how wide area digital radio networks
for public safety can be deployed by multiple vendors who support open standards, providing
operators with choice through competition and allowing genuine interoperability between different
equipment suppliers.
Etherstack Inc. has been growing in the US for seven years and has been providing wireless
technology and complete digital radio network solutions to its growing North American client base that
includes public safety networks in Canada and American Samoa.
Etherstack's North American VP, Mr Doug Chapman said
"Building on our numerous local and regional digital radio networks deployed to date, Etherstack's first
federal government award shows growing acceptance of the Company's products in the local market.
True multi-vendor regional networks are becoming a reality".

About Etherstack plc (ASX:ESK):
Etherstack is a wireless technology company specialising in licensing mission critical radio
technologies to equipment manufacturers and network operators around the globe. With a particular
focus in the public safety, defence, utilities, transportation and resource sectors, Etherstack's
technology can be found radio communications equipment used in the most demanding situations.
The company has R&D facilities in London, Sydney, New York, Yokohama and Berlin.
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